Where is East Lake?
East Lake is in the inner southern suburbs of Canberra and
includes parts of Fyshwick, Kingston and Griffith. It is bounded by
the Jerrabomberra Wetlands, Kingston Foreshore development,
Wentworth Avenue, Canberra Avenue and the Monaro Highway.
The study area is 471 hectares, 221 of which are in the
Jerrabomberra Wetlands Nature Reserve.
The developed areas of East Lake are mostly mixed industrial and
commercial uses including the Fyshwick Markets, the Kingston
railyards and small areas of residential development including the
Causeway housing precinct.

EAST LAKE
STUDY AREA

Why is East Lake being studied?
The 2004 Canberra Spatial Plan identifies East Lake as a potential
area for urban renewal. It’s location within Canberra’s inner urban
areas, close to central employment areas and major transport routes
means it can meet the goals and objectives of the Spatial Plan in
providing for the city’s growth. It also has a strong sense of history
and connection to Canberra’s past, providing a unique local character.

What is being considered for East Lake?
The vision for East Lake is to become a lively, high-density urban community providing an Australian showcase of
sustainable development. It is expected to provide a mix of housing choice in an environment of high quality open space
and public realm, well connected to existing and new shops, employment opportunities, schools and other facilities.
It is anticipated that up to 9000 people, with access to a range of cultural, education and recreation opportunities will
eventually call this area home. These residents will live in an urban community with an emphasis on sustainable living, high
quality design and public interaction with natural characteristics and surrounds that have a unique sense of place.
The urban renewal proposals provide for a range of new and innovative residential, commercial, retail and clean industrial
uses that reflect the characteristics of the immediate and surrounding environment and builds on the existing diverse
character of the area.
Integral to this is ensuring that development recognises the environmental importance of the Jerrabomberra Wetlands,
protects existing land uses and reflects the cultural and historical significance of the area. By providing opportunities for
education and interpretation of the wetland and implementing elements of the Griffin Legacy, East Lake will link Canberra’s
past with its future.

Why is the CSIRO involved?
An objective for East Lake is to showcase innovative thought and new ideas, and opportunities for implementing sustainable
urban development are being explored. Achieving this requires the use of leading edge science, innovative thinking and the
involvement of nationally recognised organisations with credible track records in sustainability.
The ACT Government and CSIRO have established a partnership through the CSIRO Sustainable Communities Initiative with
the overarching objective to:
“Create a national showcase demonstrating innovation in sustainable urban redevelopment by embracing social, economic,
and environmental sustainability principles, technologies and practices in redeveloping East Lake”.

With a focus on the planning phase of the project, the partnership project will develop and test a range of processes, tools,
and knowledge that will assist the ACT Planning and Land Authority to understand and evaluate the multiple, diverse and
often competing forces that are likely to influence urban sustainability outcomes.

What is the community being asked to comment on?
The ACT Planning and Land Authority has developed the East Lake Draft Planning Report to identify potential outcomes
for the future of the area. The draft report represents a summary of site investigations and studies carried out to date and
outlines an innovative approach to urban intensification, reflecting the latest thinking in sustainable development. It also:
•
•
•

sets out ways to implement the Canberra Spatial Plan for the area;
outlines key planning issues for East Lake, including existing site opportunities and constraints; and
identifies specific strategies and intentions for the long term development of the East Lake area.

The proposals in the East Lake Draft Planning Report reflect the natural, cultural and historical values of East Lake, and
incorporate suggested measures that will protect and enhance these features whilst enabling the full potential of the area to
be realised. It is the proposals contained in the draft report that provides the basis for broad community consultation and
further testing and analysis of the draft outcomes.
The East Lake Draft Planning Report is available at the ACT Planning and Land Authority’s Customer Service Centre in
Dickson or at www.actpla.act.gov.au

How do I find out more information?
Information displays and a drop-in information session will be held during the consultation period. Log on to
www.actpla.act.gov.au for details of locations, dates and times.

How do I have my say?
You can have your say on the proposals contained in the East Lake Draft Planning Report between Thursday 27 September
and Friday 23 November 2007. Comments may be submitted in one of the following ways:
•

Hand deliver to the Authority’s Customer Service Centre, 16 Challis St, Dickson,

•

Post to:
East Lake Planning Team,
Planning Services Branch,
ACT Planning and Land Authority
GPO Box 1908
Canberra ACT 2601

•

Complete an online feedback form at www.actpla.act.gov.au

•

Email actpla.feedback@act.gov.au

What happens next?
A revised planning report will be prepared following this consultation taking into account comments received during the
consultation process and the outcomes of further detailed studies currently underway.
The final planning report, as an accompaniment to a draft Variation to the Territory Plan, will finalise the framework for the
future planning and development of East Lake. Further public consultation will then take place, prior to the documents
being submitted to the Minister for Planning for consideration by Government.

